WE LIVE FOR ADVENTURE

T

here’s a group of people out there – true adventure
enthusiasts – who have one primary thing in com-

mon. They hunger for adventure, and they ride because
that’s how they satisfy their desire. And nothing can
stop them. They ride through lashing rain, in blistering
heat and heavy snow, enjoying the unrivaled thrill of
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experiencing seldom-seen vistas and exotic locations.
But they also have one other thing in common: They
crave information about their passion, and they can’t
get enough of it. They’re looking for inside information
about the most exciting places in the world to travel,
and they appreciate the GPS coordinates of a trailhead
as much as they appreciate a stunning photograph
of the final destination. They crave information that’s
nowhere to be found.
Until now. UpShift Online is a new website dedicated to
feeding adventure enthusiasts the precise information
they’re looking for — detailed articles about the most
phenomenal places to explore around the world. An
integral part of these articles is striking visual imagery
that captures the essence of every destination, photographs that inspire as well as captivate. Plus, since
adventure enthusiasts are by necessity and nature
practical people with a how-to mentality, UpShift
Online includes reviews of hardware as well as camping supplies, up-to-date posts on new bikes, pro rally
racing reports, and more.

T

he success of any online publication
depends on the quality of execution, and
in this respect UpShift Online’s success

is virtually assured. It was founded by veteran
motorcycle industry professionals: English-born
photographer Simon Cudby, the premier photographer in the world of motocross, and Chris Glaspell,
creative director with firms serving clients that
include Suzuki, Yamaha, Kawasaki, Cycle World and
Yoshimura. This, plus Upshift’s veteran editorial staff
and unrivaled journalism, will gives readers unparalleled views of adventure motorcycling.

en Age of dual-sport motorcycling is upon us, and it

is called adventure touring.
If only Honda’s dualie had survived America’s fickle taste
it could have thrived to exist in a broad range of mod-

ADVENTURE BIKES

els that includes everything from Kawasaki’s diehard
KLR650 and Yamaha’s freshly christened Super Tenere to the grand-daddy of the segment, the BMW GS
series. It’s a range that includes multiple displacements
and various levels of tech, each suited to the particular
wants of the rider.
As a testament to just how popular the segment has
grown, just about every OEM is producing a bike that fits
in what is now called the adventure touring market, and
that segment is growing. In 2011, the Motorcycle Industry Council’s Retail Sales Report shows that dual-sport
bikes were up 14.2 percent for the 12 reporting brands.

MODEL:
UNITS SOLD IN U.S.
KAWASAKI KLR 650
3000
YAMAHA FJ09
1700
YAMAHA Super Tenere
1700
SUZUKI V-Strom 1000
1000
HONDA NC700
1100
KTM 1190R
1200
KTM 1290R
1100
KTM 690R
750
BMW GS800
1200
BMW GS1200
3600

WITH 2 MANUFACTURERS REPORTING RECORD SALES

debut in the 1980s was a little premature. The Gold-

30% AVERAGE INCREASE

I

t seems as if the Honda TransAlp’s North American

2015 ADVENTURE SEGMENT SALES

While numbers may paint a portion of the picture and an
assortment of magazine reviews on ADV bikes (as goes
the lingo) may point to a trend, it’s really the aftermarket that reflects what’s happening on the highways and
byways and dirt roads of America. These are bikes that
people really ride, and they want stuff on them.
“The numbers are showing a huge surge in the growth
of the adventure-touring and sport-touring markets.
Dealers are seeing this, and now they’re actually seeing the OEMs addressing it by building more adventure
bikes,” says Adam Redford, sales and marketing manager for Twisted Throttle, one of the bigger players in the
segment. “The manufacturers are paying attention, and
the dealers need to do the same.”
Source: Dealer News

ENDURO

This is brand building 101, make your custom-

KTM RIDE-CRESTED BUTTE

ers feel valued and unique. KTM nails this in
spades with their KTM Adventure Rider Rally.
We supported this year’s rally in Crested Butte,
Colorado as KTM’s navigation and ride development partners, so we got an inside view to
what really makes this event tick.

The Baja California Peninsula stretches southward from the U.S. border for nearly 800 miles.
The deep blue Pacific Ocean surrounds it on the

ONLINE MAGAZINE

west and the emerald green waters of the Gulf
of California on the east. Along Baja’s 2,000+
miles of coast are deserted coves with pristine
beaches and picturesque fishing villages. At the
southern tip of Baja, at Cabo San Lucas, the
Pacific and the Gulf of California meet. Rugged
mountains go down the spine of the peninsula,
creating some of the most ruggedly beautiful riding spots in the world. The Baja climate varies
from the cool climate similar to Southern California in the northwest, semi-arid mountainous
regions in the interior, and semi-tropical areas
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THE BRIGHT STUFF

As has been covered many times, the
Africa Twin comes in both a manual version
MOTO-9 FLEX IMPACT LINER

and in an automatic version, with a dual

DESIGN OVERVIEW

clutch transmission. Both models get
Honda’s “selectable torque control,” which
is there way of saying traction control, and

EPS HIGH ENERGY

both get ABS, which can be turned off at
the rear.
EPO LOW ENERGY

The DCT version comes with four drive
modes. D mode favors fuel economy, while
S1-3 provide progressively sporty charac-

EPP MED ENERGY

teristics with faster down shifts and the

WARNING: Motorcycling is a dangerous sport which may result in serious injury or even death. For proper use of your helmet, please refer to the owner’s manual.

along the southeastern coast.

ability to hold lower gears for longer.
ROTATIONAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT

FLEXIBLE INNER LINERS

It also has a “G” or gravel mode, which
gives the throttle connection a more direct
feeling connection with the throttle. And
duh, I left it on the whole time.
The frame is a steel, semi-double cradle job
similar to the one on the CRF450 Rally. It
gives the Africa Twin a wheelbase of 1,575
mm with 9.8 inches of ground clearance

UNIQUE MATERIALS AT DIFFERENT
DENSITIES ALLOW FOR PERFORMANCE
ACROSS A RANGE OF CRASH SCENARIOS.

and a wet weight of 510 pounds for the
manual or 533 pounds for the DCT. Seat
height comes in at 34.2 inches, but can be
lowered to 33.4 inches.

Introducing the Moto-9
WHY
RIDE
A BELL,WE
FIRST-OF-ITS-KIND,
3-LAYER IMPACT LINER IS DESIGNEDTO PROVIDE AN ADAPTIVE FIT

AND MANAGE ROTATIONAL AND LINEAR ENERGY ACROSS LOW, MID, AND HIGH SPEED IMPACTS.
FEATURES

Motorcycling is one of the last freedoms available to those who want the
total view, the total sound and, very importantly, the total ROTATIONAL
smell of our
PROGRESSIVE
ADAPTIVE
planet. Judicious
choice of machine can
enable a rider to ENERGY
literally ride
LAYERING
FIT
MANAGEMENT
anywhere. Only a mountain goat can be better off.

OVERBROW
VENTILATION

GET MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE ALL- NEW MOTO-9 FLEX ONLINE AT WWW.BELLHELMETS.COM
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UpShift Online is a U.S.-based monthly online motorsport publication with unpaid international circulation. UpShift serves adventure
enthusiasts by providing engaging feature articles, the latest race coverage, detailed product reviews and something rarely found in
the motorsport industry — behind-the-scenes articles that take a unique and in-depth look at the manufacturing facilities of the industry’s leading companies. UpShift presents world-class photography of the most exotic adventure destinations in the world, with
articles by some of the industry’s most experienced and creative writers. Advertisers will find a passionate audience among UpShift
Online’s readers, receptive to new and high-quality products and services that will help them enjoy their next adventure.

ONLINE MAGAZINE RATES

UPSHIFT Magazine offers the following
advertising options:
Two page spread or single page advertiser
created art with links or we can provide
Ad production services at a reduced cost.
Two page advertising content can be
combined at a reduced rate with website
advertisng and social media package.
Advertising analytics will be provided at your request through our publishing application ISSUU.
Specs: single page (7” x 9.25”) .125” bleed
2-page spread (14” x 9.25”) .125” bleed
Specific placement will depend on availibilty
at date of order.
Contact our advertising representative
at sales@upshiftonline.com

ONLINE RATES

Run of Site:
Under 100K impressions / Inquire about rates
+100K impressions / Inquire about rates
Available Online Sizes:
300 x 250 / Inquire about rates
300 x600 / Inquire about rates
Inquire about custom size plans
Product placement opportunities:
Use of product in editorial content
Multi-platform package rates
Product promotion on social media
Youtube Video sponsorships
Contact our advertising representative
at sales@upshiftonline.com

UPSHIFT social media is one of the keys to keeping
in touch with our audience as they explore the globe

SOCIAL MEDIA

in seek of their own adventures. Our audience is far
reaching and we intend on sharing their journeys
on a daily basis. Advertisers who would like to be a
part of our wide ranging social media campaign can
either bundle an advertising package with social media or we can place content on a planned schedule.
Contact our Sales department for more information
at sales@upshiftonline.com

Instagram

upshift_online

Twitter

upshift_online

Facebook

upshiftonline

Youtube
Upshift
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Simon Cudby

simon@upshiftonline.com
661-816-5731
23986 Aliso Creek Road
Suite 450
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677

Chris Glaspell

chris@upshiftonline.com
949.295.1824
23986 Aliso Creek Road
Suite 450
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677

Sales Department

sales@upshiftonline.com
23986 Aliso Creek Road
Suite 450
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677

